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Paid versus Organic Search
What is paid search?

Paid search advertising means advertising within search 

results and paying only when the user clicks an ad. 



Paid versus Organic Search
Differentiating between search formats

Organi
c

Paid search ads appear above 

organic search listings and are the 

first thing a searcher sees when 

Google returns their search results.
Paid



Paid versus Organic Search
Similarities of paid and organic

A. Clickable headline

B. Non-clickable body copy 

C. Clickable site links

B

C

A



Paid versus Organic Search
Differences between paid and organic

Paid Organic

Traffic is paid: advertisers pay to serve for different user 

searches using keywords, landing pages, and ads

Traffic is “free”: results are optimized based on website 

content, HTML coding, and link building

Faster and more straightforward means to serve 

clickable links on the SERP
Results take time to serve

Paid results shown at the top or very bottom of the 

SERP with a small “ad” note in the copy
Organic results always shown below paid results

Shorter and more control over the ad copy

Organic results dynamically created by the search engine 

organic algorithm



Paid versus Organic Search
Strategic considerations

Access to Market Device PreferenceVisibilityFill Gaps



US 87.1% 5.3% 6.5%

EU 91.2% 1.9% 3.7%

UAE 94.3% 0.9% 4.1%

AU 97.0% 1.4% 1.2%

JPN 67.7% 28.0% 3.7%

GLOBAL 92.0% 2.2% 2.5%

Widely Used Search Platforms 

Different search engines provide access to different audiences.



Identify a need or 

want

Examine the consumer’s behavior and purchase-decision cycle.

Search for 

solutions

Evaluate 

alternatives

Decide to 

purchase
Purchase

Post-purchase 

evaluation

How Consumers Use Search Engines



From AdWords to Google Ads

AdWords was launched 

on the October 23, 2000. 

Priced as CPM.

AdWords Launched

2000 2003 2005 2008 2009 2010 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018



Benefits of Paid Search
Why use paid search?

Business objectives

Quick access to market

Mobile position #1

Leverage buyer intent

Organic optimization

Advertising features

Tracking

Time-sensitive promotions

Compete in marketplace



Benefits of Paid Search
Key benefits

Relevance

Timing

Accountability

Visibility

Qualified visitor Measurability

Control Mobile micro-moments



Ads Landing Pages

PPC Elements Keywords, ad copy and landing pages are the three fundamental pieces of a 
PPC campaign. Always consider how these three items relate to each other to 
ensure your campaign is relevant to searcher intent.

Where the user lands after 
they click an ad

What users will see when they 
search on a search engine

Keywords refer to what 
people are looking for, and 
what questions they are 
asking Google.



Keyword Lists

Keywords are what your potential customers 
would input into a search engine to find your 
product or service. Keyword lists are the lists of 
keyword combinations that you would like your 
ad to appear in response to.



Keyword Lists

Create keyword lists that drive business objectives.

Search Intent

Exhaustive List of Keywords

Keyword Functions

Negative Keywords

Consumers may signal their intent through the keyword 
itself. Consider whether consumers are looking for 
information (top of funnel searches), consideration (middle 
of funnel), or conversion or sales queries (bottom of funnel).



Ad Copy

Attractive

Relevant

+

-

Directional+

Contains keywords and uses the language of the 
consumer. For example, the sample ad copy is 
relevant to New York and New York hotels.

An ad copy needs to be:



User Search Journey

A The user has a need.

They look for solutions online.

They click your ad because it’s closely 

aligned to their need.

Next they land on your website

B

C

D



Landing Page A landing page serves as the entry point for your website. It should be 
closely linked to your ads and keywords, and to user intent. It should 
also contain directional CTAs that drive towards your business objectives.



Conversion Rate Optimization



Mobile Landing Page

Mobile navigation has to be simple and easy 
to manage with larger CTAs and readable font 
sizes for smaller screens.







Google Ads
What is Google Ads?

Google Ads is an online advertising service by 

Google for businesses that want to serve 

clickable ads on the Google search results 

page.



Google Ads
Account types

Manager Account

Campaign #1 Campaign #2

Child Account



Google Ads
Create an Ads manager account 



Campaign

Ad Group & 

Ads

Keywords

Keywords

Ad Group & 

Ads
Keywords

Critical Components of 
Account Structure

The critical components of account 
structure include: 

Campaigns

Ad groups and ads

Keywords

1

2

3

REVEAL MORE



Critical Components of 
Account Structure

The critical components of account 
structure include: 

Campaigns

Ad groups and ads

Keywords

1

2

3

REVEAL MORE

TVs

HDTV

Buy HDTV

Best HDTV

Smart TV Low-Cost Smart TV



Factors Determining How Campaigns Work

Match Type
Negative 
Keywords

Max CPC 
Bids

Ad Copy

How Keywords Trigger Ads

Ad 
Extensions

The Ads that Searchers See

A parameter 
to set on 
keywords to 
control which 
searches to 
trigger ads

Excluding 
certain search 
words from a 
campaign to 
not trigger ads

The maximum 
you are willing 
to pay for a 
click

The ad that 
someone sees 
when they do 
a search

Enhanced 
features to 
make an ad 
more 
appealing and 
drive higher 
clickthrough
rates (CTRs)



Similar Keywords

Ad Groups, Ad Copy

Campaigns

Search Volumes

Account Structure

How to structure your account

Structure a Google Ads account from the ground up. 

Keywords is always the best place to start off. All similar 

keywords are usually grouped by theme into ad groups or 

keywords lists.



Keyword Match Types

There are four positive match types:

Modified Broad Match

A

B

C

D

Broad Match

Phrase Match

Exact Match



Negative Keyword 

Level

Negative Keywords

Negative List

Effective negative keyword lists can 
help to:

Reduce costs

Increase CTRs and conversion rates 

Make your paid search activity more 

effective

A

B

C



Text Ads

• Character limits of a text ad: 
• Headline 1-3 – 30 characters
• Description2 1-2 – 90 characters

• Ads are linked to ad groups, which means 
that a number of keywords can show in the 
same ad. This is why it is really important to 
ensure your ad groups are organized 
thematically.

• Well-written ad copy will improve searcher 
experience with your brand and drive more 
clicks, and can increase conversions by 
directing searchers with a CTA, such as: 
“Sale ends Sunday! Buy today!”



Ad Extensions

Ad Extension Level
Ad Level

Enhance your ads with additional features such 
as ad extensions:

1

2

3

Ad extensions provide context on the nature 
and variety of your products and services 
before visitors clickthrough to your site.

They create more reasons to click your ad, 
leading to improved visibility and improved 
clickthrough rates.

You should look at the types of ad 
extensions available to you and choose the 
most appropriate one for your business or 
client, and your business objective.



Walkthrough: Google Ads Account Setup

A walkthrough on how to set up a Google Ads account

https://player.vimeo.com/video/309918518


Keyword Research
What is keyword research?

Keyword research is the process by which lists of 

keywords relating to a product or service are created 

using tools such as the Google Keyword Planner.



Awareness

Interest

Consideration

Conversion

Retention

Keyword Research
Differences for PPC and SEO

PPC typically engages 

people when they are 

closer to making a 

purchase

Organic search is 

usually at the top of 

the funnel



Keyword Research
Google Keyword Planner

Steps B & C are not 

recommended

Steps to using the tool

A. Enter some keywords

B. Use your landing page

C. Select your product category

D. Set targeting

E. Get ideas

A

B

C

D

E



Elements of a Search Campaign

Name the campaign 
carefully

Decide on the locations 
you want to operate in

Identify the languages 
of your users

Determine how much 
you are willing to spend

Outline the goals you 
want to achieve



Campaign Set-up –
Setting Goals

Setting up your goals

https://player.vimeo.com/video/309918606


Campaign Set-up – Google Display Network

Uncheck Google 
Display Network



Campaign Set-up – Location and 
Language

• Select the location and language you want 
to target.

• Use Advanced search to find very specific 
locations to target.

1 2

3



Campaign Set-up – Bid Strategy

-

1

2

3



Ad Group Elements

Keywords

Ad groups enable you 

to organize many 

keywords into 

keyword lists and ad 

groups.

Ads Bids

Ads are created to 

match the type of 

keywords in the ad 

group.

Set single bids for all 

the keywords in an ad 

group for simple 

management.



Ad Group Set-up

❑ After you set up your campaign, you 
are asked to create your first ad 
group.

❑ Name your ad group and enter your 
keyword list. 



Ad Copy Set-up

❑ Write an ad that relates to your keyword 
list.

❑ Add additional ad copy variations.

❑ Click Save to set your campaign live.



Ad Group-level Bids 

❑ Set an Ad group-level bid to give each 
keyword in the ad group the same 
bid. 

❑ Some keywords require different bids 
to work effectively.



Ad Extension Set-up  
Choose Extension







Budget Management
Set a budget to manage spend



Budget Management
Use budget trackers

Total Budget % Budget Share Spend % Spent
Budget

Remaining

€17,195.83 32.83% €17,349.15 100.89% -€153.32

€20,500.00 39.14% €20,145.57 98.27% €354.43

€13,682.66 26.12% €13,651.37 99.77% €31.29

€1,001.51 1.91% €1,001.51 100.00% €0.00



Budget Management
Forecast to estimate performance

Impressions CTR Clicks CPC Budget Required

10,000 10% 1,000 €1.5 €1,500

Impressions X CTR 

= Clicks

Clicks X CPC = 

Budget



How do we actually pay for clicks? What does 
Google do to decide how we pay for a click? 
Well, the starting point of that is the bid auction. 
A bid auction is when all the different 
advertisers who are bidding and competing for 
clicks are piled into Google’s black box system.

The Bid Auction



Ad Rank and Quality Score

Google Ads metrics can affect final cost per click.

Ad Rank

Quality Score+

- Max CPC 
Bid

Quality 
Score

Ad RankX =

Ad rank is ultimately where you appear on the 
page. Your ad rank is decided when you multiply 
your quality score by your maximum CPC bid.



Paying Per Click

Bids are set at the maximum you are willing to pay for 
a click. You may pay a little more or less than your 
max bid depending on factors including:

The max CPC of competitors bidding for a keyword

Your quality score for that keyword versus the 
competition

Estimated CTR (as determined by Google)

Landing page relevance to search term and ad (as 
determined by Google)

1

2

3

4

It’s important to align keywords, ads, and landing pages 
when determining how much you’ll pay for a click.



Considerations for a Landing Page

Google rates your landing page using a number of key 
indicators.

Relevance to 
keywords and ads

Language Device 
Optimization

Speed



Bid Strategies Different bid types will have different costs and performance levels. If your focus is 
purely driving traffic, CPC bidding is the best. 

This is an automatic bidding type 
where Google Ads uses historical data 
to drive conversions at a predefined 
CPA. You need a minimum of 15 
conversions in 30 days to use target 
CPA bidding effectively. If your dive is 
a lot of conversions or sales each 
month, you can test target CPA to see 
if Google’s automated conversion bid 
algorithm delivers lower cost per 
conversion or more conversions at a 
lower cost each month.

Flexible bid options 

for different KPIs



Reduce CPC 

Reduce CPC by increasing quality score.

Write better ads Improve landing 
page

Add negative keywords 
to increase relevance –
making search more 
precise

Test bid thresholds



Use of Bid Simulator Tool 

It gives very helpful insights into how bid changes could 
affect your results.

If you’re using the bid simulator at the campaign level, it 
has a bid scaling feature so you can see what might 
happen if you increase or decrease all of your bids by a 
certain percentage.

1

2



Deciding on Bid Levels

Best practices for deciding on your bid level:

You can add the metrics est. first page bid 
and est. top of page bid to your Google 
Ads columns.

By setting a bid between these two 
estimates and settle on a level you are 
comfortable with, you can determine 
where you will actually feature on the 
SERP.

Don’t spend more than 20% higher than 
your daily budget.

1

2

3



Bid adjustments are part of the 
campaign optimization process. You 
can set automatic bid adjustments for 
devices, demographics, remarketing 
lists, and locations.

Walkthrough: Bid 
Adjustment Steps

https://player.vimeo.com/video/309918729


Set a higher bid for past visitors as 
they could be more valuable.

Remarketing Lists for 
Search Ads (RLSA)



Optimize for Devices

• To optimize for devices, navigate to the 
Devices tab on the left-hand menu, and 
add a percentage bid to a device. 
Simply add the % you want to increase 
or decrease the bid by for the device 
type.

• This type of bid modifier increases or 
decreases your max CPC bid by a 
percentage in the search using a mobile 
or desktop device.

1

2



Why Bid on Devices?

If most conversions happen on a desktop, you might 
want to increase your bids by 10% for desktop searches.

If most research happens on a mobile you might want to 
reduce bids by 15% for searchers using a mobile.

It's important to note that researching searches lead to conversions 
so it's important to find the balance between mobile and desktop 
traffic or conversion and research traffic. Both are valuable and 
work in unison to drive results.

1

2



Location Targeting

A setting that helps you show your ads to customers in a 
selected geographic location



Why Perform Location Targeting?

Targeting by location allows 
you to only target territories 
where your consumers are 
located or where you would 
like to expand into.

You can select your locations, 
increase bids automatically 
for high value locations or 
exclude certain locations 
from your campaigns.

Location targeting enhances 
performance and ROI by only 
showing ads to people in 
areas where you do business.

Selective Targeting Customized Campaigns Performance Enhancement



Searchers sometimes convert at peak times, by looking 
at conversion times over a number of weeks or 
months you might be able to spot trends. You can then 
focus your activity around conversion hot spots and 
test this on overall conversions.

Sometime searchers are researching before they 
convert so it’s important to test ad scheduling.

You can set times when your ads are active throughout the week 
and pause activity automatically at certain times of the week. 

Why Schedule Ads?

1

2



Benefits of Google Ads Editor

Enables you to make 
mass changes 
quickly 

Provides a concise 
view of all your 
campaigns

Enables you to make 
thousands of 
changes in a short 
period of time

Allows you to bulk 
edit campaigns

Allows you to make 
changes offline and 
apply them when 
you are ready







Campaign Measurement
Key performance indicators

Success can be 

measured by the 

number of 

conversions, sales, 

leads etc. attributed 

to a campaign.

Awareness

Awareness of your 

product can be achieved 

by increasing the total 

number of impressions 

from generic searches 

so more people see it 

when searching.

Brand Searches

Brand searches tend to 

be lower than generic. 

When your brand search 

increases, it’s a good 

indicator of increased 

awareness or brand value 

among searchers.

Conversions



Campaign Measurement
Conversion tracking

Leads Purchases Phone Calls Downloads



Campaign Measurement
Track different actions



Campaign Measurement
Add conversion tracking



A walkthrough on how to add conversion tracking

Walkthrough: Add Conversion Tracking

https://player.vimeo.com/video/309918924


Click/Impression

Cost Per Conversion

Cost-Per-Click (CPC)

Impression Share Average Position

Cost Per Impression (CPM)

Cost Per Acquisition (CPA)

Conversion Rate

Click

Measuring the success of your campaign

Quality Score

Conversion Impression

The number of conversions that were 
assisted by a particular campaign, ad 
group, or keyword

Paid Search Metrics

Clickthrough-Rate (CTR)



Add Segments to Metric 

Reports

• You can also segment the data by 
conversion type/name and time 
(day/week/month/year) for additional 
insights. 

• Add additional data to your report by 
clicking Add Segment. 

• Segments provide additional granularity 
to reporting.

1

2

3



Why Link Google Ads to 
Google Analytics?

To measure the success of your paid search campaigns, link 
your Google Ads account with Google Analytics. 

Enhance your reporting 
with detailed website 
engagement.

See how paid search 
channels perform against 
other channels.

Measure Return On Ad 
Spend (ROAS) for 
ecommerce clients.

Get a deeper 
understanding of what 
searchers do post-click



• Sign into both Google Ads and Analytics.

• Navigate to the admin tab in Google Analytics.

• Choose Google Ads linking from the property 
level options list and select the accounts or 
manager account to link.

Walkthrough: Link Google Ads 
to Google Analytics using 
Google Analytics

1

3

2

https://player.vimeo.com/video/309919018


Once linked, use the shortcut to Google 
Analytics in the ads tools tab to access 
your analytics data.

Access Google Analytics 
through Google Ads



Walkthrough: Link Google Ads to Google 
Analytics using Google Ads

A walkthrough on how to link Google Ads to Google 
Analytics using Google Ads

https://player.vimeo.com/video/309919048


Advanced Measurement
Import Google Analytics Data into Google Ads



Advanced Measurement
Link Search Console to Google Ads



Advanced Measurement
Use annotations




